The Oceans of the World
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Five oceans covering the Earth like a watery blanket.
From the freezing Arctic in the north to the tropical Indian,
From the tempestuous Atlantic to the fiery Pacific,
The oceans of the world are full of variety.
Playful penguins, petrifying polar bears,
Terrific turtles and fabulous flying fish.
Waves so enormous they engulf the land,
And waves that gently ripple around paddling feet.
The freezing, stormy Atlantic Ocean roaring like a lion escaping its cage.
The lovely waves rising up into the dark blue sky like mountains,
Fresh, natural blue sea gleaming in the bright sunlight whilst it’s awake.
Shimmering sea rising on a beach.
The fresh ocean crashing against the gigantic rocks.
A delightful sunset gleaming over the waves.
You can see the crimson red sun on the horizon of the sea,
White clouds are crossing the sun as night comes towards us.
Polar bears rapidly jumping off the slippery icebergs,
To catch graceful fish to feed their babies.
Freezing ice floating like pointy razor sharp flowers in the Arctic Ocean.
Bears starving while they are trapped on an ice cold platform,
As their children watch their mother die.
The water is as calm as the clouds gliding across the sky.
Enormous ice bergs rapidly crashing into a wall of ice and
Slamming against defenceless ships completely destroying them.

Gracefully small turtles hatch and return to the Indian Ocean.
Beautiful shallow water ripples in the wind,
Elegant transparent water flows through golden sand.
Calm breezy water with the leafy fronds of palm trees
Hanging over the shady shadows of the sea.
Wonderful huts with people lazing around outside.
Huge tropical trees swaying in the wind.
Beautiful palm trees rustling above people’s homes.
And waves so calm they ripple at your feet.
The beautiful sapphire-blue Pacific Ocean shimmering in the blazing sun,
Majestic but dangerous, boiling and calm.
Dangerous volcanic eruptions like a city being nuked.
A cool wind, gentle and calming.
A mind-blowing swaying anemone with radiant colours,
Extraordinary lava flaming from under the water.
Dangerous coral with beautifully coloured fish
Swooping and soaring like birds in the wind.
Penguins joyfully having fun in the Southern Ocean.
Icebergs gliding across the surface.
The whales love to be number one – Sometimes they don’t deserve it.
The happy whales swim around like children in a playground,
Happily jumping and diving around.
On icebergs, penguins play but they need to be careful.
Whales as friendly as children having a party,
Accidentally hit the ice berg and take it away with them.

